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Vučedol- area, population 

In the far east of Croatia, the power of the Danube can still be seen, a river that has intensively 

eroded its right bank in the past, as evidenced by a continuous vertical wall 25-30 meters high. 

Access was possible only in places excavated by rainwater in recent geological times, descending 

towards the Danube. Such watercourses formed fifty-meter-wide crevices from half to one kilometer 

long, along which archeological sites and today's settlements are always located. Due to the speed of 

the river, anyone who decides to cross from one side of the coast to the other, even with a better 

rowing boat, drags the Danube up to four kilometers downstream. If one distances the same distance 

on one's return, one can see how important such approaches to the river are for daily life, but also as 

places of special strategic importance that have therefore been monitored throughout human 

history. The opposite bank (Bačka) is almost completely level with the river and any increase in water 

levels in the past has resulted in major floods. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
The archeological site of Vučedol is located on one such crevice, which the locals call surduci, four 

kilometers downstream from Vukovar. At this point the river is nearly a mile wide, and contact with it 

is facilitated by two parallel adams that diverted the mainstream toward the opposite bank. These 

islands provided the possibility of fishing and greater utilization of the width of the stream. 

The first settlement in Vučedol belongs to the period of the earliest European Neolithic, and is 

marked by a developed phase of Starčevo culture. The dwellings are of the dugout type characteristic 

of this culture, consisting of two connected rooms in the shape of the number 8. Pits were buried 

next to them, most often pantries that could also serve as a working space. The dugouts were short- 

lived (several seasons) because water penetrated them, and according to the composition of the 

archeological site, it can be concluded that this culture was extremely agricultural due to the small 

number of animal bone finds. 
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View of the interior of the dugout (Museum of Vučedol Culture, Vučedol) 
 

 
The finds of ceramics, which are the oldest European ceramics, show the character of rich experience 

in production, regardless of the thicker walls of the vessels. The pottery is red, ball-shaped, and fine 

pottery is very often painted with dark washing motifs. Although no significant fish remains were 

found, the finding of a bone hook confirms that the diet was also based on fish, thanks to its 

favorable position on the Danube. The settlement of this culture has existed since the middle of the 

6th millennium BC. Until about 3350 BC. Kr. this position will no longer be interesting for settlement, 

but from this time until the next thousand years, it will be one of the most important European 

settlements (Horvatinčić 1990). This time was filled with the duration and change of four cultures 

(Baden, Kostolac, Vučedol and Vinkovci). These cultures marked the transition from the Late 

Eneolithic to the Early Bronze Age of the Carpathian Basin and Southeastern Europe. 
 

The Vučedol culture is widespread in the area of Srijem, Eastern and Posavina Slavonia and the 

surroundings of Bjelovar. It is also widespread in Austria, Hungary, southern Slovakia and Romania. 

Source: Wikipedia 
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Baden culture lives on Vučedol (3350-311 BC) in its developed and late phase. As a distinct livestock 

population, at the same time the earliest Indo-European population in Central Europe, it introduced 

numerous innovations from the steppe areas to southern Russia and Ukraine. 

In these parts she repopulated the horse (after its disappearance in the Paleolithic period) now 

domesticated. The migration of the entire population took place on the first European four-wheeled 

carts, spreading mainly to the steppe areas. There are dugouts with deep cylindrical pits buried as 

basements. In some of these pits, the deceased were buried in a crouched position - men lying on 

their backs with their knees pressed to their chests, women with their faces and knees facing the 

ground. This culture also introduces a new type of metallurgy, ie arsenic bronze, and with it new 

metal objects such as daggers, knives and axes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Between the Baden and Vučedol cultures up to 3000 BC. Kr. fulfilled by the Kostolac culture. It partly 

lives in parallel with Baden, but it also has its own shorter independent phase. A great novelty is the 

construction of above-ground houses with apsidal ends, but it is also marked by a much narrower 

repertoire of ceramic vessels, 3 types of vessels. Fine dishes are decorated with white paint obtained 

from the powder of snails and Danube shells. 
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"Vučedol is not only a locality of the Vučedol culture, but also a locality where this culture was 

literally born (Durman 1988)." 

 

 
The densely packed three-room apsidal houses were found in at least three levels of restoration 

across the site. The house of a copper foundryman, also the earliest known temple dedicated to an 

Indo-European god of metallurgy, was found in a special place in Gradac. The intensity of the 

settlement of Vučedol during the Vučedol culture decreased after the classical phase, just before the 

middle of the third millennium BC. Kr. This culture is then inherited by the early Bronze Age cattle- 

breeding, distinctly migratory Vinkovci culture, which preserves many Vučedol traditions. With her 

disappearance, life on Vučedol will be interrupted again for almost a thousand years, and definitely 

stopped in the late Bronze Age. 

 
 
 
 
 

Terina 

In the extremely wide range of ceramic pottery owned by the Vučedol culture, terrine is certainly the 

most typical. The vessel with the convex lower part is separated from the upper part of the "door" of 

the vessel by a sharp break. There is only one handle on a sharp break, regardless of its size. The 

usual sizes were the size of a larger cup, 12-16 cm. In large terrines, the presence of only one handle 

is meaningless, because human strength cannot lift such a container for a single handle. In the early 

and classical stages, terrines were decorated by engraving, and after baking, inlaid with white 

powder of crushed snails or river shells, bound with natural resins. This meant that the decoration 

was carefully planned during the cutting, and before baking the dish, and could not be corrected. 

Red, on the other hand, was applied discreetly to only one or three parallel lines. 
 

 
 
 
 

The world of Vučedol is similar to the notion of the world in the old Indo-European, but also many 

other traditions that could present it more clearly in writing. This notion is best manifested in the 

horizontal line highlighted on the terrine that determines the horizon of the edge of the earth, ie the 

interpretation of the image of the world where the widest part of the vessel is the dividing line 
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between the visible and invisible world. That is why the lower part of the terrine was not decorated. 

The experience of the underworld can be clearly seen in the decoration on other types of vessels, 

shallower or deeper bowls, which always have a zigzag decoration on the widest part or bottom, 

which undoubtedly shows water or infinity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The solar representation at the moment of birth, where the upper half is already above the horizon, 

while the other part is still below it (because the importance of the motif did not allow to draw only 

half) may suggest that it is a daily struggle of light and darkness. The sun overcomes the darkness. 

Orion is marked with five stars and on smaller terrines it is always on the biconical fracture of the 

vessel. He is the most dominant constellation of the winter sky, not only in his dimensions but also in 

the strong brightness of his individual stars (G. Gamow 1958). 

Orion often occupies the entire decoration, one of the large terrines excavated during 1985 at the 

Streim Vineyard in Vučedol on a mantle of sky divided into four surfaces bearing two artistic versions 

of Orion. The most important thing that emerges from this conclusion is the fact that the people of 

Vučedol also saw Orion as a human figure. 

Orion has a strong position in the Vučedol culture, almost equal to the Sun, and this is confirmed by 

several of his artistic versions that are applied in different circumstances. As the dominant 

constellation of the winter sky, given the perception and distance of almost 5,000 years, it appears 

during the Vučedol culture in the evening from, roughly, November 1 to the vernal equinox when its 

belt plunges for the horizon. 
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An example of a workshop at the Straw Festival 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
➔ At the two-day Straw Land Art Festival (August 29-30, 2021), we held 2 workshops on the 

construction and sculpture of straw Orion. 

Vučedol calendar 

Four parallel horizontal stripes were seen on the vessel of the Vučedol culture, which is considered a 

calendar. They represent the four seasons and each is divided into 12 fields (12 weeks) with every 

other field decorated. The first bar shows the constellation of spring. Only the Sun appears on it. 

After Orion disappears from the horizon in the spring, the Sun begins to dominate. The new year 

began on the vernal equinox. Two dominant constellations could be seen in the summer sky 5,000 

years ago. These are Cassiopeia and Swan. In the bar with the autumn constellation, Gemini and a 

combination of Pisces and Pegasus are seen. Their stylized display around the world often looks like a 

chessboard, as here. In the last strip are Cassiopeia, Pegasus & Pisces and Gemini. Unfortunately, the 

part of the vessel that could explain how the people of Vučedol solved the unequal number of days in 

the year was broken off and not found. However, an incense burner was found to correct the 

calendar. In the lower part, there are holes for the smoke of burning grass, oil spilled on the surface, 

and it could also function as a lamp. The side walls are divided into eight fields and the cover into 

five. Namely, the duration of five years of Venus is completely equal to the duration of eight Earth 

years. 
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An overview of the elements that makes the Vučedol calendar 
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An example of a workshop at the Pannona Festival 

At the two-day Panona Festival (September 17-18, 2021), we held 2 creative and artistic workshops 

on painting calendars. On the 5 meter long canvas, all interested participants painted motifs from the 

calendar with an expert explanation of the same by an expert associate of the graduate archeology 

project. 

We conducted similar workshops in 2 primary schools in Osijek, focusing on the combination of 

colors, given that the workshop was conducted with students from special needs. At the workshop, 

we presented a simpler presentation of Vučedol symbolism with a narrative approach to storytelling 

about life in the Vučedol area. During the workshop, we focused on the color of ceramic vessels with 

distinctive shapes and decorations by explaining the source of the color itself: 

➔   The white inlay (color) was made of powder from crushed snail shells 

➔ Red color is rarely preserved on vessels obtained from the red iron mineral hematite. 
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An example of a workshop conducted in primary school 
 
 
 

 

Vucedol symbolism on fake tattoos 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What we discovered during the activities of the project Our Shared Heritage - Vučedol Project: 
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➔ The story of the origin of Orion dates back to the third millennium BC, when the right bank of 

the Danube in eastern Croatia was inhabited by the population of the Vučedol culture. It is 

the time of the Sumerian period in Mesopotamia, the early Troy and the Old Kingdom of 

Egypt. 

 

 
➔ Vučedol culture and its legacy is known for its ornaments that are closely related to the Sun, 

Venus, Mars and other astronomical symbols, and had a great influence on other cultures. 

The carved ornaments on the vessel symbolize the four seasons and months of the year. The 

calendar was created at a time when both the Sumerian and Egyptian ones we probably all 

already know about 

 

 
➔ There is no moon in the Vučedol culture due to the absence of lunar symbolism, and the 

calendar told the people of Vučedol when they can expect the first day of the new year. They 

knew this best because the constellation Orion disappeared from the sky for a few months, 

which is really impressive thinking and coping for that time. 

 

 
➔ The Museum of Vučedol Culture keeps in its holdings the first real Indo-European Vučedol 

house - a basket, the oldest prehistoric four-wheeled car, a prehistoric foundry where the 

first serial production of metal took place and many other interesting things from this 

impressive area. 
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